In this study, the aerodynamic analysis of NASA Common Research Model (wing-body configuration) was conducted by a block-structured Cartesian mesh method named BuildingCube method. The building-cube method (BCM) has the advantages of the quick and robust mesh generation and efficient parallel computing, and it is easy to run on a large-scale computing system. However, the BCM suffers a restriction on the resolution of the turbulent boundary layer. The aim of this study is to improve the resolution issue of the turbulent boundary layer at high Reynolds number flows using the immersed boundary method. By utilizing the advantages of the BCM, we challenge to resolve the boundary layer by mesh subdivision. In this paper, the results of the validation before subdivision mesh were shown by using a coarse mesh. The computational results were compared with the transonic wind tunnel test and the results of another flow solver. Although the results showed a similar tendency with the results of another flow solver, the decomposed aerodynamic coefficient appeared with some discrepancy. 
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I. Introduction
LONG with the development of computers, computation fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation is used for aerodynamic design and development in various fields. Especially in the aircraft industry, it is utilized for estimating the performance with the help of CFD and wind tunnels. In the wind tunnel test, wind tunnel walls and model struts affect aerodynamic data, and there is a scale effect due to the different Reynolds number. It takes a huge cost to simulate the Reynolds number of the real scale model. Therefore, the accuracy improvement of actual aircraft performance estimation by a combination of wind tunnels and CFD is very important in the development of the aircraft industry.
In the current aircraft design by CFD, when we analyze a three-dimensional complex shape, an unstructured mesh is often adopted because mesh generation is easy for complex shape. However, the unstructured mesh has several issues in terms of calculation cost and computational accuracy. Therefore, it is difficult to make high order accuracy of spatial scheme and post-processing of big data calculation is high for the cost of processing 1, 2) . Recently, Cartesian mesh method is drawing an attention as a method to solve these problems. Building-cube method (BCM) which is a type of Cartesian mesh method was proposed by Nakahashi as the data structure that can easily realize parallel calculation indispensable for large-scale calculation 3) . BCM can be expected for analysis of complicated flow fields such as wake flow and vortex because it can easily make higher order accuracy of space by using an equally Cartesian mesh. On the other hand, when expressing a curved surface using a Cartesian mesh, the surface of the object is expressed stepwisely. Therefore, it is necessary to improve the calculation precision near the object. In order to improve the calculation accuracy, it is expected to reduce the influence of stepwise expression and it is necessary to increase a lot of grid points. Especially, a practical problem in the aeronautics field is high Reynolds number flow, and the above-mentioned problem concerning the resolution of the boundary layer becomes a problem [3] [4] [5] . To utilize the advantage of the Cartesian mesh method, measures to apply special processing near the object surface are adopted. This method can solve the above problems, and many researches are being conducted. In the research of Ishida et al., they are trying to improve the calculation precision near the object by using the hybrid approach of Immersed Boundary Method (IBM) and gridless method 6) . Haga et al., they are dealing with the hybrid unstructured mesh of Cartesian and object-adaptive mesh 7) . Tamaki et al., they use countermeasures by giving the correct velocity distribution near the object surface by using wall models 8) . Various approaches near the object surface are studied like these. Our research group is studying two approaches near the object surface. The first approach is overset method with the unstructured mesh. We investigate how to improve the boundary layer resolution by using unstructured mesh near the object surface. The unstructured mesh method is a computation method that is suitable for complex shapes because the unstructured mesh has high mesh arrangement flexibility. Therefore, it is a calculation method suitable for complex shapes like an actual shape of aircraft. Furthermore, the Cartesian mesh can be analyzed efficiently near the object by overlapping with other grid methods. In addition, it is possible to analyze wake flows and vortices in detail by the Cartesian uniformity in the far field and spatial analysis accuracy. The second approach is Cartesian mesh method using IBM. IBM is a technique to simulate the original object shape by wall boundary conditions. It can calculate the model without changing the grid shape of the Cartesian mesh on the wall surface. Therefore, IBM is expected because it can be used without losing the ease of mesh generation and the robustness. Recently, in the case of calculation using Cartesian mesh method, IBM and wall model are well adopted near the object surface 9) . However, it is necessary to do special processing in the non-linear problem contrary to wall law, and the process becomes complicated. Therefore, we investigate how to improve the boundary layer resolution using mesh subdivision by BCM which is good at large scale calculation.
In the previous study, it was confirmed that the results of the BCM and near-wall unstructured overset mesh were generally agreed well with the experiment in aerodynamic predictions 10) . However, the benefits of Cartesian mesh cannot be fully explored in this method, especially, in term of mesh generation and calculation cost. Therefore, it is desired to calculate only with the Cartesian mesh in order to fully utilize the Cartesian mesh approach.
The aim of this study is to improve the Cartesian mesh resolution of the turbulent boundary layer at high Reynolds number flows using BCM with IBM. In this study, we calculate the flow around NASA Common Research Model by using the BCM solver with IBM, and the results are compared with the experiment and the result of BCM-TAS coupling solver. Throughout this study, the effectiveness of BCM for the calculation of flow around the aircraft at high Reynolds number is also discussed. 
II. Numerical Method
Building-Cube Method (BCM) Building-cube method (BCM) is based on the multi block-structured of equally-spaced Cartesian mesh. The equally-spaced Cartesian mesh has the merit of the simplicities in the mesh generation, in the spatially higher-order solution algorithm, and in the post-processing. To adapt the mesh resolution to the local flow scale without introducing the algorithm complexity, a block-structured Cartesian mesh approach was employed in the BCM 3, 4) . The characteristic of the BCM is that there is no bias in the calculation load at parallel calculation and it is good at parallelization efficiency. This characteristic is obtained by the calculation for each divided calculation area using equally-spaced Cartesian mesh.
The way of BCM calculation is dividing the entire computational domain into small square domain named 'Cube'. The size of all Cube differs by a multiple of 2 n . Subsequently, the same number of the computational mesh is generated in each Cube, named 'Cell'. Cubes and Cells in the BCM are arranged as shown in Fig. 1 . There are two types of Cells, Fluid Cell and Wall Cell. Cells in the fluid region are defined as Fluid Cell, and the cells at wall boundary or inside wall region are defined as Wall Cell. Individual Cubes are computed independently, thus the BCM needs to exchange physical quantity between the adjacent Cubes during the computational process. In order to exchange physical quantity, all Cubes have additional three layers of Cells at each side, named Overlap Cell, as shown in the shaded area of Fig.2 . Overlap Cell is arranged to overlap adjacent Cube. Therefore, at the exchange process, Cubes of the same size can maintain the interpolation accuracy at Cube boundaries. However, in the case of Cubes of different size between adjacent Cubes, linear interpolation is conducted as shown in Fig. 3 . In the case of exchanging information from a small Cell to a large Cell, the physical quantity is given by the first-order interpolation as shown in Fig. 3(a) . In the case of exchanging information from a large Cell to a small Cell, the physical quantity is given by zero-order interpolation as shown in Fig. 3(b) . 
Numerical method for the compressible Navier-Stokes equations
The governing equation is three-dimensional compressible Navier-Stokes equations. A non-dimensional form of the three-dimensional compressible Navier-Stokes equations can be written in the form as,
T is the vector of conservative variables, is the density, , , are the velocity components in the , , directions and is the total energy. Re is the Reynolds number. Fj and Gj are inviscid and viscous flux tensor.
The discretization method is a cell-centered finite volume method. The viscous calculations is calculated by using Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model. The viscous flux is computed using second-order central difference method. The numerical flux is computed using a Simple Low-dissipation AUSM (SLAU) scheme. Time integration method is a Lower-Upper Symmetric Gauss-Seidel (LU-SGS) implicit time integration method [11] [12] [13] .
Wall boundary conditions
In this study, the wall boundary condition was given value by Immersed Boundary Method (IBM). The adopted IBM is based on Ghost-cell approach, and it provides appropriate physical value to Ghost-cells to set a viscous wall boundary condition (non-slip) according to the location of an object surface. This method was referred to the method proposed by Mittal et al 14) . Ghost-cell is defined as the cell locates inside the solid region surrounded with at least one fluid cell. Image Points are set at normal direction of Ghost-cells according to the geometry data of CAD. A distance between Image Points to Ghost-cells is fixed to 1.75 times of minimum mesh spacing. Subsequently, physical value of Image Points is interpolated from the adjacent 27 cells of Image Points using distance dependent weighting. The physical value of Ghost-cells is decided from that of Image Points according to a distance from the 27 cells to Image Points. The boundary conditions for viscous flow computations are given by the following equations. The velocity magnitude at a Ghost-cell is evaluated according to the distance for setting a velocity to zero on an object. Static pressure and density are evaluated by zero-order interpolation. Overall computational procedure A flow chart of the present computation is given in Fig. 5 . First, the wall boundary condition is defined by the BCM mesh and geometry data after initial setting which includes determination of Ghost-cells, definition of corresponding image points, calculation of the wall distance, and so on. Then, the flow computation for Navier-Stokes equation is performed for each Cube using initial condition and wall boundary condition. These processes are parallelized by OpenMP. After that, the mesh is subdivided in this study. The mesh is subdivided from the result of the converged coarse mesh. At that time, the physical quantity and the wall distance are given by interpolation from coarse mesh information, and tri-linear interpolation is adopted. The interpolation is produced to cell-center of the subdivided mesh from cell-center values of the coarse mesh of 8 points in the vicinity. This procedure can reduce the pre-processing time and the calculation time. 
III. Computational Conditions Flow Condition
The computational condition is decided by reference to Aerodynamics Prediction Challenge (APC). APC was a workshop held by Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA), and was held in order to improve the prediction accuracy of aerodynamic performance of an aircraft 15) . The conditions of aerodynamics prediction analysis is shown in Table 1 . These conditions are set considering the cruising state. In the condition of aerodynamics prediction analysis, Mach number is 0.847, angle of attack is set in nine cases from -1. 
Model for Analysis
We calculated a flow around the NASA Common Research Model (CRM), which is shown in Fig. 6 . The CRM is an aircraft model developed by NASA and Boeing, which is based on a civil aircraft cruising at transonic speed in the AIAA Drag Prediction Workshop 16) . Table 2 shows the model scale of CRM by using JAXA wind tunnel test. In this study, we calculated models by using the half-cutting model of CRM. The aerodynamic deformation of the main wing is considered at each angle of attack according to the experimental data, and it was considered by geometry data of CAD 17) . 6 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics 
Computational Mesh
The BCM mesh was calculated separately for some levels of fineness. However, only the result of the Coarse mesh is listed in this paper. Table 3 is a mesh information before subdividing mesh, and it is shown information for validation by the Coarse mesh. The subdividing mesh is made by changing the number of the Cells inside the Cube. Therefore, the number of the Cube in all mesh is the same. The number of the Cells on the one side of Cube is set to increase as a mesh get finer. In the subdividing mesh, the calculation is started by interpolating the physical quantity in each Cube from the result of the Coarse mesh. Figure 7 shows the overview of the Cube near the wall surface. Figure 8 shows the Cube in the wing section, and Fig. 9 shows the BCM mesh on the wing top. The pressure coefficients shown in the next chapter are obtained from the acquisition section in Fig. 10 . 
IV. Computational Results
Aerodynamics Coefficient
Each aerodynamic coefficients CL and CD versus the angle of attack are shown in Figs. 11 and 12 , respectively. The result of TAS shown in Fig. 11 corresponds to the calculation result with an unstructured mesh solver 18) . Figure  13 shows the decomposed result of each aerodynamic coefficient. The lift coefficient CL of the BCM shows a similar tendency with the result of the BCM-TAS coupling solver at each angle of attack, but the CL appears smaller then the BCM-TAS result. Figure 13(a) shows a discrepancy with the same levels at all angles of attack. Although Fig. 13(c) also has a discrepancy, there is no large influence on the prediction accuracy of CL. Therefore, it is confirmed that the discrepancy of CLp significantly affected the prediction accuracy of CL. The drag coefficients CD was predicted larger at -0.62 [deg] . At the other angle of attack (2.94, 4.65, 5.72 [deg] ), the CD shows a similar tendency with the result of the BCM-TAS coupling solver. However, this agreement is not reliable because the pressure drag coefficient and friction drag coefficient don't match the result of the BCM-TAS coupling solver as illustrated in Figs. 13(b) and (d) . These discrepancies are also the same levels at all angle of attack. We will validate how much improvement of the discrepancy will be made by the subdivision mesh in the near future. One of the reasons why the experimental value differs from the result of the BCM-TAS coupling solver is the effect of struts. It also shows similar values to the experimental results. However, the pressure coefficient on the bottom side is different compared with the results of BCM-TAS coupling solver for the wing tip side. Furthermore, the pressure coefficient of trailing edge is not well-predicted. It is considered that the pressure coefficient of trailing edge was affected by the shape reproduction precision. At the angle of attack =2.94 [deg], the pressure coefficient differs in the shockwave generated position for the wing root. Thus, it can be seen that the separation was not captured in the wing root (η=0.131). In the intermediate section (η=0.502), the shockwave of BCM has predicted a position ahead of the experimental results and the results of BCM-TAS coupling solver. Fig. 18 shows the pressure coefficient contour at the angle of attack =2.94 [deg]. In Fig. 18 , the negative pressure region is predicted slightly forward compared to the BCM-TAS coupling solver. Furthermore, the negative pressure at the leading edge is predicted large value in the BCM. At the Angle of attack =4.65 [deg], the pressure coefficient differs in the shockwave generated position for the wing root as with angle of attack =2.94
[deg]. In the intermediate section (η=0.502), the results of the BCM did not predict a shockwave accurately. The suction peak is not captured at the wing tip (η =0.950), and the pressure coefficient distribution does not match with the results of BCM-TAS coupling solver. Fig. 19 shows the pressure coefficient contour at the angle of attack =4.65
[deg]. In Fig. 19 , the negative pressure region is predicted slightly forward compared to the BCM-TAS coupling solver. The negative pressure at the leading edge was predicted large value as shown in Fig. 19 . At the angle of attack =5.72
[deg], the pressure coefficients show a similar tendency with the results of BCM-TAS coupling solver, however it differs in the shockwave generated position for the wing root as with angle of attack =4.65 [deg] . The pressure coefficient distribution does not match with the results BCM-TAS coupling solver at other section.
From these results, it was confirmed that the negative pressure was predicted to be large at the leading edge compared with the results of BCM-TAS coupling solver. The results showed that the separation region shifted forward on the whole. The separation at wing root was not accurately captured at = 2.94, 4.65, 5.72 [deg] . In the results of the current coarse mesh, it was confirmed that the shape of the wing tip and trailing edge are not accurately reproduced. 
V. Conclusion
In this study, the aerodynamics prediction was performed by using the BCM solver with IBM, and the results were compared with the experiment and the results of the BCM-TAS coupling solver. In this paper, the results of the validation before subdivision mesh were shown by using a coarse mesh. Although the lift coefficient showed a similar tendency, it was predicted the small values compared with the experiment and the results of the BCM-TAS coupling solver. We confirmed that the pressure component was estimated to be too small by the decomposition of the aerodynamic coefficient. In the drag coefficient, the friction drag was predicted smaller, and the pressure drag was predicted larger than that of another solver. In the pressure coefficient, the negative pressure was predicted to be large at the leading edge compared with the results of BCM-TAS coupling solver, and the results showed that the separation region shifted forward along the span. Furthermore, we confirmed that the separation was not captured near the wing root.
In the near future, we will consider improving the prediction accuracy of the BCM using subdivision mesh. We will investigate the problem in detail such as the increase of negative pressure on the leading edge, the prediction accuracy of separation on the wing root, and so on.
